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BRUCE & CHAPIN, 
JEWELERS, 
330 :M:.AIN" STREET. 
We ba\·e a new and complete line of 
DIAMONDS, WATCHES, 
CLOCKS AND .JEWELRY, 
Also a full line or novelties in Sterling Silver. 
TRY OUR REPAIR DEPARTMENT. 
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-. Developlnll' II Uti PrlutiDK done to order. 
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I 
TECH STUDENTS SHOULD KNOW • 
TRA.'t OUR STOOK 0!' 
DRAFTING INSTRUMENTS 
AND MATERIALS 
18 T.m: L.ABGF..!!T IN NEW ENGLAND. 
'DIAT THE QU.U.ITY 01' OUR GOODS IB T.m: BEST 
TDEY AD)IJT 
WHEN THEY SEE THEM. 
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Special PrkCl! to Tech s tudents. Come in and see us • 
Off ices, 339 Main Street, 
Fac tory, 180 Union Street. 
WORCESTER, MASS. 
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OVERCOATS. 
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back, wide velvet collar-a graceful hanging 
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THE 
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Log the Butilncss Uuager. 
Remluanecs and eommnolentlons llCrtalulng to business should be athlressed to Lhc Business 1\I an:Jtger. A !'I dress all ol her C<lmmu-
nlcatlo us to the Jo:dltor-lu-C'blel. 
F.ntered at the Post-Omc~: In Worcester, :\£ass .. as second-class mfiLtcr. 
The system of conducting the exaroina,-
tions of the past week is in many ways an 
experiment. Changing the hour for opening 
the examinations from eight o'clock to nine 
is a welcome reform. The week is a most 
trying one, even to the best of students, and 
every hour of rest is thoroughly appreciated. 
A three-hour paper will give an instl'Uctor 
quite ns good an opportunity to jndge a 
student's knowledge as the olc..l four- or five-
hour paper. Espednlly is thls true if the 
number of questions is increased nod the 
questions are of such a nature as to individ-
ually require but a short time. 
The plnn of allowing those stuc.lents with 
term marks above a certain per cent. to pass 
unexamined will, we think, raise the standard 
of scholarship in the Institute perceptibly. 
However, this result can hardly be claimed 
this term. To make the rule a success the 
men must understand at the beginning of 
the term that fuithful daily work will be 
rewarded by release from that bugbear of 
undergraduate life, the examination. Then 
will the sluggard study a little each day in 
order to escape the final grind, and, as a con-
sequence, will have n knowledge of the sub-
jects that wiLl last for· at least a week after 
the final test. One noticeable effect j s the 
increased severity of the marking in many 
departments. 
- ---
We would inform Mr. Tucker that Mr. 
Chase can hardly be called on to shoulder 
the blame for the lack of knowledge of the 
By-htws of theW. P. I. Alumni Association. 
These By-laws have never been published, 
save in the Alumni Report of the year follow-
ing incoq>aration ; therefore it is hardly fa ir 
to blame the Secretary for not circu]ating 
them. Again, Mr. Chase's letter was written 
on his own responsibility, and not in his 
official capacity. 
A word of caution, Mr. Tucker; "Avoid 
the appearance of evil." 
How sweet is revenge I A year ago Brown's 
poloists defeated us rather badly, and this 
year Tech's team went in to do or die. 
They did by a close score. Lack of practice 
greatly injured out· showing, but the team 
hopes to get in good condition before meet-
ing Brown again. 
19± T II E \\r P 1. 
A Cleveland Alumnus bas been kind 
enou!!h to send several notes concerning 
groduales, for which our readers will be 
duly grateful. \\' ould that more would do 
likewise. 
How refreshing, during the past week, has 
that last hour of sleep been I Many, many 
t hanks. 
We were unable to print all of Mr. 
Adams's article in this number, but the rest 
will appear next month. 
MR. CHARLES G. WASHBURN'S LEC-
TURE. PATENT LAW. 
T•e R»llowla~ are t•e Polau Toaehe41 apoa In tlll.e 
Dl•ea-loa o~ t•e IIJa-.Jee&. 
The prerogative of grantln~ monopolies, that is, 
exclusive trading privileges, the sole right or power 
of 11elllog something, bad long been c·xerclsed by 
English soYcreigns, aod towards the end or the reign 
of Queen Elizabeth patents bad been granted to her 
favorites to den! cscluslvely In such necesFary articles 
as coal, leather and sal t, t hus greaUy enhancing the 
price to the purchaser. 
To 11ocb an e2.1:ent had this gone that, when the Ust 
was read In the Boose or Commons, In 1601, one of 
the membcn4 expressed surprise that bread was not 
included, and a bill to abolish monopolies would have 
been introduced at this t.lme bad not the Qoeen prom-
Ised to revoke all grants found to be Injurious. 
In 1628 , duriDI! the reign of James I ., the statute 
a;;atnst monopolies was enacted which abolished all 
past monopolies, and the power or the crown to grant 
them was denied, nrepe ill casta tJJhere such grants had 
been or should be made to the intlenlors of neto manu-
facJ.ures, conferring upon them the exclusive prirn'lege of 
practia-ing such tn"enttunB fur a limited period of time. 
TJ1Is statute Is the oasis of the English and Ameri-
can patent law, nod the first recognition by statute of 
letters patent. The authority of the United States to 
grant patents is derived from the eighth section of 
Article One of t he Constitution, wlllch says that 
"Congress shnll have the power to promote the prog-
rellS of science and tho useful arLs by secnrlng for 
limited terms to authors and inve11tors the exclusive 
right to tbeir reHpective writings aod discoveries." 
In an early case Daniel Webster snld, 
" The whole system of patents r ests on statute pro-
vlsions. There Is no common law power or preroga-
tive r ight In the President to issue a patent. lo this 
pa rticular our law Is different from the En::tllsh; ours 
Is a statute g rant, theirs an emanation out of a statute 
prohibition. WILh us tbo foundation Is statute, with 
them prerogative." 
Aside f rom the Umltatlons contained In the Consti-
tution, the power of Congress is absolute. Tbns, a 
patent to Woodwor th, originally granted under the 
act of 1798, for 14 years, was, under t he terms of the 
act of 1886, extended to 21 years, and by special act 
of Congress to 28 years. 
ln early times In England, when, by reason of the 
flagrant abuse or the power, there was great hostility 
to exclusive prlvUe~es or any kind, a patent was con-
strued most strongly against a patentee, and advan-
tage was taken or ~very tccbnlc:U defect, bot later a 
more liberal policy was followed ; the grant of a 
patent was held to be a matter of right, nod not a 
matkr of favor, and Inventors began to be regarded 
as public benefactors, anct In 1800 Lord Eldon stated 
that patents " were to be considered as bargains 
between the inventors anct tbl! publico, to be jud~ed of 
on the prlnCI!Jie of keeping good fllltb by making a 
fair disclosure of the luventlon, and to be construed 
as other bargains." 
That Is to say, a patent Is a contract between the 
Inventor aocl the public, the former disclosing his 
Invention, which be hilS a r ight to conooal, and to re-
turn receiving the eulttsioe rl~ht to enjoy it to himself 
and his assigns for a ltmitecl time, after which it 
becomes public property. 
A patent, then, cannot be regarded ln any sense as 
an odious monopoly, but as a f air arrangement be-
tween the patentee and the publlc. 
The patent Itself creat~s a property right In the 
invention without which it could not otherwise exist 
and without whicll the Inventor would be powerless, 
should be disclose his invention to others, to control 
its usc. 
The States possess t.be powtlr to grant p11tent rights, 
and t his power wos exercised by the State of New 
York In the case of Hobert Fulton , who In 1803 
received the sole and escluslve privilege of making 
and usin~ boat.'! propelled by t1re or steam within the 
waters of the State tor t he per iod of t wenty years, 
and an injunction was granted a~alnst James Van 
Ingen and others engaged in a similar enterprise. 
But by t he terms or the act or 1798 a patentee or t he 
United States was required to relinquish his State 
patent. This Is hardly a practical que11tlon at the 
present time, as a State patent, because of the limited 
territory covered, would be comparatively worthless. 
The two important sections of the Revised Statutes 
which relat.e to patents and which contain the most 
lmportnnt provisions or the patent laws are sections 
{88' and 4.88G. 
Section <l88i It; as follows : 
"Every patent shall contain a s hort title or descrip-
tion of the invention or discovery, correctly indicatlng 
lts nature aud design, and a g raut to the patentee, his 
heirs or assigns, !or the term of seoenteen year• or the 
exolttaioe right to make, use and vend the Invention or 
discovery throuJZhout tho Ullited States ana the terri-
toriell the7·eof, referring to the specification for tbe 
particulars thereof. A copy of the specl1lcation and 
drawings shall be annexed to the patent and be a part 
thereof." 
Tbe constltotlonal provision that the grant shall be 
exolusi"e nod to the im;entor, and for a lin•Ued time, Is 
here strictly followed. The tA>rm or tbe patent Ls 
fixed by t.bc act or 1861 at seventeen yCilrs; t he term 
had previously been fourteen years. 
The right conf erred upon the patentee Is an eulu-
ait:e right, and the general proposition laid down Is 
that during t he term of hls patent. a patentee may re-
frain from using his Invention himself and may refuse 
to allow others to use It upon any terms, although in 
a case decided In 1886 equitable relief of an Injunction 
was denied, the proof being to the elfect. that the com-
plainant, the owner, bad never used the invention or 
authorized others to use it. 
Or course, self-interest usually compels a patentee 
either to use bls Invention or to license others to use 
it. T he right of a patentee Is also exclusive as against 
the Government, and is protected by the Fifth Amend-
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ment to the Constitution, which forbids the taking 
of private property for public use, without just com· 
peosatlon. 
In a suit brought against Mr. James, then Postmaster 
In New York, to enjoin him from using an Implement 
for stamping letters, the court, although finding the 
patent void, said In the opinion: 
" The United States bas no such perogatlve as that 
which is claimed by the Sovereign of England , by 
which i t can reserve to itself, either expres~ly or lm· 
plledly, a superior dominion and use in tb:lt which It 
grant!! by Letters Patent to those who entitle them· 
selves to such grants." 
The mode of obtaining compensation from the Gov-
erment. for the unauthorized use of au invention bas 
never been specllically provided ror; t he orrtlnary 
practice is to ~oue the officer who is t he active Infringer. 
No State can Impose lawful restrictions upon t he 
rights of a patentee; but patented property, like all 
other property, Is subject to the pCIIIcc regulations of 
a State: For example, a p~rson selling illuminating 
oil wbicb did not conform to the staudard required by 
a Statute of the State of Kentu~ky, cannot lawfully 
claim a right to do so, becau..-.e the oil h1 patented. 
The l!tatute being a mere pollee regulation, within lhe 
power of the Sttlle, and not In contrll\'entlon of the 
Federal Constitution, the patentee and his ass igns 
must exercise tbeir r ight to use and ''end the patented 
oil lu subordination to such ~;tatnte. 
• •The patent ror u dynamite powder does not prevent 
the State from prescribing the condiLions or it manu-
facture, ~;torage and sale, bO as to protect the com-
muui~y f rom the danger of explolll.,n." 
But a State st.alute bas been held unconst ltutlooal 
wlllch provides tbnt any person taking nny obligation 
in writing for which any patent rl;.tbt ball form any 
part of the consideration s hall, before it is signed by 
the maker, inser t In the body thereof abo,,e bl sig-
nature t.he word:~, "given for a. patent. right." 
T he territory covered by a United States Putent i 
the United States and the territories thereof, decks 
of U. S. vessels and also territory of the woters of 
tbe United Stutes. 
Section 4886 is as follows : 
" .Any person who has in\'ented or discovered any 
new and useful art, machine, manufacture or compo-
sition of m11tter, or any new anll u:.eful imprCivement 
thereof, not known or used by others In thl!'! country, 
and not patented or described In any printed publica-
tion iu t.bis o r any foreign country, before hi:. lo\·entlon 
or dl~covery thereof, nud not In public use or on sale 
for more than two years prior to his application, 
unless the same Is pro,·ed to ha"re been ab:mrlonld, 
may, upon payment of the f ees reqnlred by la.w, oud 
other due proceeding" hall, obtain a patent thr.rcfor." 
.Llnll person may nbtaln a patent, excepting olllccrs 
and employees of tbe Patent Olllce during their terms 
of ser vice, and a foreigner has the same rl~bt as a. 
native, but be must stand on what be bas done In this 
country, and patents may be Issued to two or more 
person11 jointly. 
The words invented or discovered In the statute mean 
the some thing, and the Improvement suught to be 
patented must be the result of intJention or must be a 
discooery. It Is very difficult to determine where 
mechanical skill ends and Invention begins. On this 
point the applicant for a patent encounters objections 
In t.be Patent. Office and, if be overcomes these and 
secures a patent, It may be declared invalid hy the 
Courts on the ground that a person skilled in the art, 
and who is presumed to know everything which has 
been patented, or printed, or done In the subject, 
would, In the e:r:erclse of the usual skill of his calling 
naturally make the Improvement wben the necessity 
for It should arise. 
The Courts have found It much easier to .formulate 
this role than they have to apply It,-one J udge, on 
a. given state of fact:J, finding Invention where another 
would not. 
In an often cited case, the Supreme Court, in sus-
taining the patent, which was upon a loom for weaving 
fabrics, said, upon the question of patentability: 
"It may be laid down as a general rule, though per-
haps not un invariable one, that If a new combina tion 
and arrangement of known clements produce a ne\V 
and beuellclal result never attalucd before, it Is evi-
dence of Invention. 
In another well known case, in Ondiog n potent 
upon an Improved dredge-bout for exca,·ating rlverl! 
lnvalld for wauL of Invention, the Court. said, upon 
this question: 
"The process of development In manufactures 
creates n. constant demand for new ap1>llances, which 
the skill of ordinary head-workmen and engineers is 
generally adequate to devise, and wbicb indeed, are the 
natural and proper outgrowth of :ouch development. 
Each step forward prepares the way for t.be next, and 
each Is usually taken by spontaneous t.rlalb and 
attempts In a hundred dllferent places. To grant to 
a single party a monopoly or every slight advance 
made, except where the exercise or invention, some-
what above ordinary mechaniclll or cuglneerio::; skill, 
Is dlsLiuctly shown, is unjust In principle and lnjurlou 
in llil COn-'e<)UellCCli. 
"The benellcinry mn-.t be au Inventor and be must 
have made a discovery. The statute btlS ulwny11 
carried out t hl-1 Idea • • • So that it. Is uot enon~h Lltat 
a thin~ shall be new In the sense thut In the shape or 
form In wlticb It I-! produced, It s hall not have been 
before known and lbat it <'hall be useful, bnL It must 
under the Coostillltlon and the Statute 8lllount to an 
ln\'entlon or discovery." 
Ami as bearing upon the question that an article 
new commerclully may not be new In the patont law, 
It hill! been held that: 
"A distinction must be observed between a new 
article of commerce und a new article which, as 1-uch, 
Is patentable. Any change in form from a pre"loos 
condition may render the article new in commerct>, a~ 
powuered sugor is a uiffere11t arLicle in commerce from 
loaf sugar a.od g roon<L coffcl~ IM a dllf~!rcnt art.icll' In 
commerce from coO'ee In the berry. 
"But to reudt!r the arllclc ucw In the en~c of the 
patent. law, IL must be more or leso; l'tllcnclou~ or pol'· 
&ess new pr.Jpcrtles by a combinnUon with other ln-
~ccllent:-, not from a mere change of form produced 
by a mechanical dlvl-..lon.'' 
One test often applied to determine If the Inventive 
faculty bas been exercised or not, Is t.h&t or ut.ll lt)', 
and when an article of manufacture has supert.ec.led 
one pr~\· lously u:-cd fur the surne purpose, ancl has 
aoue lo t{) general and very extcn'-lve use, e''idcntly 
Hlllng a. want long felt, tbe pre~nmptloo is strong 
that such article Is the fruit of Invention. 
Such WllS the fueL lo regard to the Invention or 
barbed wire, which after the event seemed to be curn-
paratlvcly simple, and In regard to which the Court 
said: 
"Tested by the rule of utility • • • the device 
in quel>lion has been accepted by the public to an c:r:-
tent which bas ha.rllly heretofore followed t.be most 
succcs~fnllnventlons. From what ha already ucen 
dev~:lopcd, It is cleur that it. bas made pos ible the 
cultivation or the extensive prai ries of the west.. the 
. 
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pampas or Brazil, and the steppes of Russia, where, 
before the introrluction of ~his cheap mode of fencing, 
it was lmpo:-slble; and it has even to a g reat extent 
already superseded the use of wooden fences In the 
timbered portion of the country; nod the question ls, 
to whom but these inven tors Is the public Indebted 
for this widely useful device?" 
The mere fact , howe\'er, that a device bas gone 
into general use and bas displaced other clevlces is 
not conclusive upon the que~tlou of patentability; bot, 
where the other facts of the case leave the question 
in doubt, Is sometimes sufficient to turn the scale. 
The lmpro,·emcnt or thing sought. to be patented 
mnst also be new and useful. It Is new unless It was 
known or used In lhls country or was puteuted or 
described In a printed publication prior to Its concep-
tion by the pau:ntee and Is the product of original 
thought or Inventive skill and not a mere formal or 
mecbaukal change of what was old and well known. 
It is useful I( It is wanted fvr any pul'pose not Illegal 
or immoral. 
An art, one of thl) classes enumernted upon wh1ch 
a patent may be secuyeu, includes what Is known as 
a process, aud a process Is defined to be: 
" An act, or series of acts, perfor med upon the 
s ubject. matter to be transfo rmed nod reduct!d to a 
diJrerent state or thing." 
And as a process only requires that certain things 
should be done with certain substances in cerl&in 
order, the means employed become of a secondary 
importance, and may be old or new, patentable or 
not, without aft'ectlng the patentability of the pro· 
cess; nod hence it is that a patent on a process may 
be most comprehensive. 
The !'Ulljcct. sought to be patented must not have 
been known or used by others In this COllntry, or 
patented or described in any printed publication in 
this or any foreign country before the applicant's in-
vention or discovery thereof. • • • • But prior 
knowledge and intelligent, not accidental, use, by a 
single pt!rson is sufficient to defeat a patent, and 
proof of the existence of a single prior structure is 
sufficient; !or example: A patent upon a clamp to 
be used In an electric lamp was declared to have been 
anticipated upon proof of the prior existence of one 
clamp embodylug the exact invention, although no 
more were ever made, and this one clamp had only 
been In use two and one-half months, but tbe prior 
invention must have been complete and capable of 
producing the resul t sought to be accomplished. 
Nor must the subject matter have been previously 
patented or described in any printed publication In 
this or any foreign country; bot such patent or pub-
Ucatlon must, to defeat a patent, be sufficiently full, 
clear and exact In the terms or Its description to en-
able a person skiUed in the art to prOt.luce the Inven-
tion contained in the patent sought to be anticipated. 
Alld the subject matter most not have been In pub-
lic use or on sale for more than two years prior to 
the application, unless the same shall have been 
proved to have been abandoned. 
Public use, to defeat a patent, Is not necessarily a 
use to public; nor is a use in public necessarily a pub-
lic use; tor example: An Inventor used In public 
t wenty-five feet of street pavement for a period of 
s1x years he!ore hls application for a patent, in ordet· 
to determine Its merits. This was held not to be a 
public use whtch would defeat the patent for the 
reason that it was a use by the Inventor himself for 
the purpose of bringing the Invention to perfection, 
and on the other hand, the wearing by one or two 
women or one or more sets of corset steels, was held 
to be a sufficient public use to Invalidate a patent. 
And safe bolts, though bidden from view to such an 
exten~ that It was necessary to destroy the safe In 
order to bring tht'm to view, were held to be ln pub-
lic use on the g round that there was no more conceal-
ment than was Inseparable from any legitimate use 
of them. 
In determining what Is experimental use which an 
Inventor can make without losing his right to apply 
for a ptttent, and what is not, the ru le Is that to con-
stitute expel'imental US~! the real purpo~e of the In-
ventor must be tbe improvement and perfection of 
the macbirw, nud not.ILs commercial use. 
But an applicant loses bi::s right to a patent even if 
all these requisites have been complied with If It 
shall be pro,·cd that he hllll abandoned his Invention; 
and the Intention of the ill\·eotor Is a large element 
in determlolug this qne~tion . 
An Inventor may forfeit bls rights by a wilful or 
negligent postponement of his claims, aud there may 
be an ab11nclonment rut well after as before an applica-
tion bas been made; and abandonment may be proved 
either by cxpre:<s declaration of an intention to aban-
don or by conduct inconsistent \VIth any other con-
clusion. 
Bot lf for unavoidable reasons an inventor Is un-
able to prosecute hls application in the patent office, 
a delay of many years will not work au abandon-
ment. 
A patent upon a vulcanlte dental plate was applied 
for In April, 1855, and was finally rejected In Febru-
ary, 1856, and the patent was not granted until 1864. 
It was shown that the delay was occasioned by rea-
son of the extreme poverty and Ill health of the ap-
plicant who never rcJinqnlshed In any way his Inten-
tion to secure a patent. This was not allowed to 
d~feat the patent, although three or the judges d!B-
sented from the judgment of the Court on the ground 
that the application had betn abandoned. 
A principle or nature or a bald Idea cannot be pat-
ented, but only the means of applying the principle; 
for example: 
A claim for " the use of the motive power of the 
electric current, however developed, for printing 
intelligible characters at any dl~tance," In Morse's 
patent upon the electric telegraph, was held to be 
Invalid as being tor a principle without regard to the 
process with which It was connected, wblle a claim In 
the Bell telephone patent, to the method of and appa· 
ratus for transmitting sounds by causing electrical 
undulations similar In form to the vibrations of the 
air accompanying such sounds was held to be valid, 
as covering a method of and apparatus for putting a 
continuous current in a closed circuit into a certain 
condition and using It In that condition for the trans-
mission of speech. 
The law has been stated thus: 
"Whoever discovers that a certain useful result 
wtll be produced In any art by the use of certain means 
is entitled Loa patent for it, provided be speclftes the 
means," be It a machine, apparatus or process. 
We have seen that a process may be patented, lrre· 
spectlve or the lnstrnmentalltlcs by wh1cb Its several 
steps are effected; and such a patent would be in-
fringed by a process In which equivalent though dif-
ferent lostrumeotalltlcs were used, and almost as 
broad a rule Is laid down as to the construction of 
prlmary or pioneer patents upon machinery. 
If a mao iovent8 a machine, the first or Its kind, for 
making a certain article or accomplishing a certain 
resnlt, he ls entitled to a broad patent upon the sev-
eral operations which go to make up the dual ell'ect 
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produced, and \Vblle other Lnventors may m&ke im· 
provementll, 11nd ruay be entitled to patents upon such 
improvements, their machine will irul'inge the patent 
on the 1lrst machine, provided they employ s ub,tan-
tlaUy the same means to accomplish t.he same result, 
and lt may very well happen that. au owuer of a pio-
neer pateut cannot use the best embodlmt'nt or hts 
invenllon because It lofrin_ges upon the patent of some 
subsequent patentee, and that tbe subsequent patentee 
cannot. uso his Invention at all because it infringes the 
pioneer patent. 
It a claim consists of severul elements it Is not in-
fringed If one of the elements Is omitted, but It will 
be if an clement is udded. The theory Is that In n 
combination patent it Is the 11peciflc combination 
alone-at lctU-t as fat· as that pnrtlcular patent Is con-
cerned-which is new, and therefore one who does 
not use the exact combination Is not an Infringer, but 
a combination may be Infringed when some of the 
elementil are employed nod for t.be others mechanical 
equivalents are osed. 
One thing I~ the equivalent of another when It nets 
in practically the same way and with practically the 
same result. 
In determining the question of Lufringement a pri-
mary patent receives much more liberal construction 
than a subsidiary patent; tlHl more fundamental the 
patent the broader the tl.eld which it. ls permitted to 
cover. 
But In all patents the pateowc ls only entitled to 
what be claims, and be should be careful to claim 
everything he bas Invented. 
In commenting upon this subject the Court has said: 
"Some per11ons seem to suppose that a claim in a 
patent Is like a nose or wax, which may be turned 
and twisted In any direction, by merely referring to 
tbe specltlcation so as to make It Include something 
more than or something different from what Its words 
express." 
A patentee may claim and obtain a patent for an 
entire combination or procePs, and also for such parts 
of tlte combination as are new and useful, or be may 
claim both. Again, one may secure a valid patent 
upon an invention wblcb consists entirely In a new 
combination of old Ingredients, prot~itkd a new and 
useful result is produced by the joint operation of the 
several elements of the combination, but the combl-
nat1on to be patentable must produce a dUl'erent force 
or effect. or result Ln the comblnecl forces or processes 
from that given by theh· separate parts; there must 
be a new result produced by their union; If this is 
lacking there is simply an aggregation of separate 
elements. 
To illustrate: suit was brought to restrain the in-
!ringement ofo. patent .for the combination of the lead 
and e.ra. . er Ln the bolder of a drawing pencil." 
Tbe patent was held to he invalid as not being for 
a proper combination, on the ground that: 
"The parts claimed to make a combination are 
distinct and disconnected. Not only ts there no ntw 
result, but. no joint operation. It may be more con-
venient to turn o'l"er different ends of the same stick, 
than to lay down one stick and take op another. This. 
however, ls not invention wit.hJn the patent law." 
The patentee must be careful to claim aU that be bas 
invented, ror what be does not claim he Impliedly 
disclaims as old, and unless he covers Jt In a sub-
sequent patent within two years, it becomes public 
property and anyone has a right to use it. 
It 1s not necessary that the scientific theory or ao 
Invention should be set out Ln the 11pecl:ftcatlon or a 
patent, and the Inventor need not know the scientific 
theory, and he may think be knows It when be don't 
know it all. This will not alfect the patent If the 
thlog to be done is set out lu the specification and can 
be reproduced. 
Section -4887 Is as t"ollowe : 
"No person shall be debarred from receiving a 
patent for hill Invention or discovery, nor shall any 
patent be declared invalid by reason of its bwing 
been drst patented or caused to be p:uentcd Ln a 
foreign country , unless the !lame hilS ueeu introduced 
luto public usc 'in t.he United States, for more thllD 
two years prior to the application. But every patent 
g ranted Cor an Invent ion wWch has been prevlon ly 
patented In a foreign country, shall be so litoiteu as 
to expi7e aL the same time with tbc foreign pat.cnt, 
or, 1f there be more thnn one, a t the same Lime with 
tbe one bn,·lng the shortest term ; and lu no casc shall 
It be in force more than &evcnteen ycllrs." 
The Theory upon which this statute is framed ls 
that the American people shall be entitled to the free 
nse of a patented iuveotlou as soon aR the peoplr of noy 
foreign country where the Invention may have been 
patented , and as the term of rorl'lgn patent:~ In most 
foreign countries is less than ~<eventeen yearo, the 
life of many Americau patl!nts upon inventions pre-
viously patented in foreign countries, bas been 
abridged. 
The law upon the subject seems to be all wron,q for 
the reason that If an invention Is not patented at all 
In a foreign country, and no rest.riction is placed upon 
Its use by foreigners, t he life of the American patent 
Is not affected; bot. lf a foreign patent. is previously 
secured, and a restriction thus placed upon the foreign 
use of the invention, the life of the American patent 
Is cut. down to the foreign term. 
On the other band, It Is dangerous to have the 
United States pat.ent. Issue first, for In some of the 
foreign countries, Great Britain for example, on proof 
of the fact that the patent has been clearly described 
In a printed pobllcatlou before the date of application, 
such foreign patent ls void. 
To avoid both dangers, It Is customary to apply tor 
the foreign patent on the same day that the American 
patent Ls dated, tn order that neither patent may affect 
the life or validity of the other. 
Then, too, uullke our Jaw, it Is necessary In order 
to keep a foreign patent alive, to make certain an-
nual payments called taxes, failing to do which, the 
pat.ent lap:~es, and In some foreign countries, France 
and Belgium for example, the patent roost be com-
mercially worked within a specified time, or It will 
be void. 
The provisions contained In our own statute, and 
ln the Jaws of foreign countries, have led to much 
con!osion. 
An American patent Issued under the act or 1870, 
was dated October 10, 1871; the British patent. llad 
been granted November 16, 1860, for a term or four-
teen years, and expired November 16, 1874 ; thirteen 
days later, an order was made for the extension of 
the British patent until November 15, 1878, but the 
Court held that the United States patent expired No-
vember 16, 187-4, on the ground that Congress never 
Intended to extend the term or the domestic patent 
beyond the legal term securetl to the foreign patentee 
when the domestic patent was granted. 
Later the rollowing case came before the Court: 
The American patent was granted October 20, 187-4, 
for 11 years. A Canadian patent bad been procured 
by the patentee tor five years from May 16, 1873, and 
the Court held that the American patent expired May 
15, 1879, although It appeared that In March, 1878, 
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tbe Canadian patent bad been extended-as it e<~uld 
be under thl\ law- ror five years from May 15, 1678, 
and a~aln five year:; from 1\fay 15, 1883; so that. the 
patent bud a legal existence for fifteen years. 
I n tbe rormur case, the En:.::llsh putcnt had expired 
before It WllS renewed; the Canadian putent had not. 
The extension ol' tho English patent was a matter 
of fav or ; the extension of the Canadian patent was a 
mat ter or right. 
Another si milar case involving a Canadian patent 
was later decided in the same way, l>uton nppeal lt was 
held in the Supreme Court In on•rrulln~ the decision 
below that where, by the Canadian statute, Lhe ex-
ten:~lon or the patent for Canada was a matter of 
right, nod where the term or t.l.e Canndian patent 
bad been contlnuon'l, lbc United States patent would 
not expire before the end of thuiJfteen y~Jurs duration 
of tbe Canadian patent. 
Another question now arose on these facts: Suit 
was brought on tile patent In tho Circuit Court, and 
plell wa'i made hy the deft:ndaot that the patentee 
bad neglected to pay the taxes ns required by law, 
and thut the patent therefore lapsed In 1880, and 
hence, the American patent expired at. the same time, 
and the Court so held on t.be ground that the " term" 
referred to In the statute was not the original term 
expressed in the patent, but Its period of actual ex-
istence; and the Court thought that the decision I 
bnve just mentioned lnvolvlng the Canadian patent, 
required this conclusion (although on these fucts a 
difte rent conclusion bad been reached in previous 
cases.) 
On nppenl to t he Supreme Court, however, it was 
held Lllat the "expiration of term" In tbe s t:l.tute 
does not mean expiration through a forfd tnre by 
breach of a condition, but meaus expiration by a 
lapse of time ; that is the lapsing of the foreign 
patent because or non-payment of taxes does not 1lft'ect 
the lite o f the American patent. 
Still another question arose as to whether the date 
of application or the dale of the patent Is to govern, 
In a case decided lll.l>t year, where It was held that a 
United States palent expires with a foreign patent 
Kranted ror the same invention, t.o the same Inventor, 
p rior to the due of the United States patent , but sob-
sequent to the application therefor, nml this question 
is now before the Supreme Court, but so rar as I 
know has not been decided. 
I h11ve sold enough to indicate the difficulties which 
L~r.ve urlscn over this provision in our law,-dltHcol-
tles which could be removed by following the recom-
mendations or the late and present Cummis~:oloner, to 
repeal the last sentence or section 4887. 
THE NEW HYDRAULIC TESTING 
PLANT. 
It is impracticable, in an ordinary laboratory, 
to do satisfactory work in the testing of hy-
draulic motors, and in other experiments in-
volving the handling and measurement of large 
quantities of water. For this reason there has 
been established by the Institute, upon a water-
privilege near Worcester, a plant equipped in 
the most thorough manner for complete and 
thorough tests of a turbine water-wheel and for · 
other bydrs.ulic experiments. The water-
privilege was a gift to the Institute from its 
constant benefactor, Mr. Stephen Salisbury. 
It consists of a pond of about 200 acres, which 
supplies enough water to give, with the 30-foot 
fall availnble, about 75 H. P. for tile greater 
part of the yea•·· There is also upon the land con-
veyed to the r nstitute by Mr. Salisbury, a 
dwelling-bouse and a small mill for grinding 
woolen rugs. Upon t!Je land above referred to, 
the Institute bas erected a wooden building, 
and installed an 18-inch horizontnl turbine, 
known as the Hercules wheel, and built by the 
Holyoke Machine Co., of Worcester. The 
wheel is set about 18 feet below the level 
of the water in the pond, and baa n 
draft-tube H.bout 12 feet long. The wheel 
receives the water through a pipe 362 feet 
long by 4.0 inches in diamete•·· Just before it 
enters tlle wheel, the water passes through a 
36-ioch Ventnri Meter, by means of which the 
quantity of water supplied to the wheel is 
measured. The meter is provided with a re-
cording apparatus and also with pressure tubes 
of glass, which show the variation of the water 
as it passes from the larger to the smnllet· sec-
tion of the meter. 'Pressure tubes are also pro-
vided, showing the loss of head due to friction 
in the 4:0-iuch pipe referred to above. This 
gives opportunity for an accurate determination 
of the loss due to friction in a pipe of known 
length and diameter, onder varying velocities of 
flow. The water discharged from the wheel 
passes over weirs in the tail-race and is again 
measured by means of these weirs. A friction 
dynamometer of improved design and steady 
and automatic in its action, absorbs and meas-
ures the power of the wheel. 
Thus the wheel is completely under control 
for tests of efficiency under such varying con-
ditions as may be desirable to illustrate methods 
and principles, and to furnish instruction and 
practice for students in this most important 
branch of engineering work. 
The Venturi 1\leter and automatic recording 
apparatus are also a gift from Mr. Salisbury. 
The plant includes also a 12-incb Ball & Fitts 
Water Meter, the gift of Mr. Pbinehas Ball of 
Worcester . This meter is so installed in con-
nection with the Venturi Meter and the weirs, 
that it can be compared with either. 
A large hydraulic ram is used to supply water 
to an air pressure tank, which tank furnishes 
water pressure for operating tbe friction dyna-
mometer on the shaft of the turbine. The 
plant is nearly completed and is intended to fur-
nish instruction and practice in the use of all 
the apparatus and methods for the most thor-
ough and accurate work which is done in con-
nection with the standard testing domes of the 
country. 
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It also offers an opportunity to utilize the 
water power by a system of electrical transmis-
sion, wbiclJ will gi ve the Institute- which is 
only a bout four and one-half miles distant-
electric power for lighting or for motive power, 
and at the same time illustrate to students 
the working of such a system. Such use of this 
power is included in pinos for the development 
of ~~e. resources of t~is pot·tion of the laboratot·y 
faciltttes of the Institute. The magnitude and 
perfection of this testing and experimental plant 
puts the Worcester P olytechnic Institute de-
cidedly in adv-ance of all other Engineering 
Colleges in the matter of facilities for the pmc-
tical investigation of problems in hydraulics. 
- --- ·- - -
VENTILATION AND ITS RELATION TO 
HEATING AND HOUSE DRAINAGE. 
"Pore air, pure water aud a pure ~oi l ," wa11 the 
ht>alth mo~to of Hyppocrates, tbc father of medicine 
among tbe Greeks two thom.aod and more years ft"'O · 
and to-day, the best sanitary authorities o~e the s::'m~ 
motto. 
Though mnuy men of grent learning and hlrge 
minds have gi\'en years of careful study and patient 
investigation to the problemR which this s imple, yet 
pricelesl'l, object bas nquired to be solnd, yet t<>-day 
the difficulties in the way of the solution of tbe prob-
lems and the accomplishmeut or tbls object are much 
greater,- yes, \'ery much greater, tbao they were In 
Greece twenty centuries ago. A colder and more 
severe cllmntt', a closer crowdlog together or habita-
tions In nnd around cities, and the ever-incrcosln., 
wants,- ~be convenienceR and comforts reqolt·ed by 
oor rllpldly advancing civlllzatlou,-bave made these 
dlfficu!Ues. 
The ancient Greeks lived much In the open air; Wt! 
most boose ourselves for tluee-fourths of the time, 
or we sulft' r from the cold. Their workshops, and tht>lr 
schools also, were open to the "free air of heaven,"-
they studied and received Instruction often in gardens 
always g reen; our workl'hops and otu scho(\)S ore 
often places where human beings are crowded to-
gether within doors day lo and day out,-wbere pure 
air is unknown. 
The clo~hlug of the Greeks, permitted by the mild-
ness of their climate, hung so IOolclely upon tbem that 
the air migbL freely circulate around their bodies, and 
the luxury or f requent baths was common with t11e 
poore~t of their citizens: not so with us, our climate 
requires clothing both firmer lu texture and closer In 
fit, while by the needless, but (It would seem) slavishly 
obeyed, r equisition of fashion, nearly the half o r our 
race is bound by bands that not only keep out tho 
refreshing air from under them, but displace or binder 
the healthy action of the blood and of all their \'ltal 
organs; and as for baths, not a quarter of our people 
know the luxury of a daUy morning bath or the value 
for health it Is, and there are many, even in o ur hlgbly 
civilized citlt-s whose true f'kln is, like many an ancient 
city, literally buried under its own ashes. Bot this 
cannot be Laid lo the climate, nor Is our civillzalion 
responsible for it, except that as It falls to educate 
the people In the s imple hygienic laws . 
T bnt we may be saf e from the severity of tbe " ele-
ment&"- lbat we may be warm and comfortable, we 
build houses, h~>at. them, and live In them. Here begin 
our dUHcolt.les in maintaining a pure air to breathe. 
A.nd the value of nir- the absolute necessity or It 
for continued liftl and hea.lth- llas ne,•er yet more than 
just begun to be duly appreciated. We will not drink 
from a cup f rom which another bas been drinking 
unl~s It first be washed; we would not be so un-
cleanly as to wear underclothing tllnt another bad 
W?rn! but air which another bad brenLhed, carrying 
With JL ~till more Impurities, we breathe and breathe 
again,- we take It lnto our very life and do not ft ee 
from the contamination. We cannot see it, but lt. Is 
there. 
Many or ou r most fatal di~enses are due to breu~h­
lng Impure alr ,-notnbly consumption, tbnt fell, lnsld-
lou di!lease which bas more victim~ than any other 
disease whlcb vlslt.s us. There I ~ only one sure pre-
ventive of consumption, and that Is the brealhh•"' of 
pure alr only and plenty of lt. "' 
To conduct. away impure air as rapidly as possible 
und bring in ltli place uir as pure and fresh as we can 
find it out. of doors, sufficiently chnn).(ed In tempera-
ture, but uot lo put·ity, to make lt. comfortable, 1-. tbc 
province o f veut.Hatlou . fu tbl~ V(•uLIIallon, heating 
has an Important. place, as we shall see. 
.Bot it. Is not nlooe by the air we exhale tbnt we 
render Impure the a ir around us. From our skin, our 
:-.even millions of pores gi\'e out n coustaut flow o r 
moisture which carries to the surface the mau.er no 
lon~er needed In the syl'tem. The evaporation of this 
mo•sture ser ves to cool the bo11y but nL the snme time 
carries Into the air tile volatile organic Impurities. 
The dally morning bath washes away tbe lmpul'ltlcs 
not volatilized, keeps the pores open and their ht~nltlly 
action unhindered. 
The wa~r from the bath and from the washing of 
dishes and cooking utensils, tbc r efuse or garba_::e 
from the ki tchen a nd the table, and the urine and 
excrements from our bodies nre lhe ot.ber refuse and 
impurities which we most dispoHe of, ond tbat quickly, 
lest they decompose and give off fonl nod dangerous 
gases tbnt would polson the air we ruost bre11tbe. 
To properly removu these refuse mnuers Is the 
provlnce of hou:-e drainage and ~arbnge remo\'al. Yet 
their disposal, when once removed from the house, Is a 
subject for serloo~ consideration ; for they should by 
all means be prevented from contamlnatlng lhu soU 
abouLour houses, as they are sure to do If the polluted 
water from them soaks away Into the grounu below 
the infinence of the air nnd \'egetaUon to purify it. 
House drainage also includes the removal o f subsoil 
water around the bouse-site, wHh the prevention of 
dampness nnd polluted ulr from the soU coming 
through the walls or the 11oor of the cellar. 
This then Is the connection between the branches 
of our subject. By beating, our habhatloos are made 
comfortable at all seasons, so that we need not suffer 
by the severity of the weather. By ventilation the 
ail' In them Is kept pore, tbat we may keep our bcnlt.b. 
By house drainage and proper dispo~al with garbage 
removal, al i ref\1sc may be cnrrled sway from pos::~l­
bUity of harm to us. 
For proper hutlng some ventilation Is necessary. 
We cannot heat a close, uoventllllted room, as 11ome 
have found out with surprise, when they have attempt-
ed it.. For ventilation, beat Is neces:•ary to produce 
a ditference of air pressures; and, that It may not be 
without avail, house-dralnaA'e most be atumded to. 
Hoose drains require ventilation, !or, If uot venLilat.ed, 
they will become dangerous by the unseo.Ung of their 
traps . And, In the best disposal or garbage, namely 
by burning, heat Is requisite. Thus are they all hinged 
together. One cannot be wholly e1fecti"e without 
the others. 
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What is perfect ventilation? Dr .. John S. Billings, 
who Is au eminent nutbority on this subject, t~ays, 
"Perfect ventilation cnn be said to have beeu secured 
to an Inhabited room Wht!n any and every person in 
that room takes Into bls lun:;s, at every resplrntlon, 
ai r or Lbe same compo .. Jtiou as that su rrou nding the 
bolhllog and no part of which has recently been In his 
owu lung,; or in tho e of hi,; oeigbhor~, or which con-
sists of products of combustion ~eoerate<l in the 
bulldln:r, wbUe at the same Lime, he feel'! no currents 
or c1raughts of air, anct Is perfectly comfortable as 
regard~ temperature, btJiog neither too hot. nor too 
cold." 
Very few attempts have been mnde to secure such 
perfect yentilatlon . In the house of t.be late Thomas 
Winans of BaiLimore , the floors were perforated all 
over uniformly, In the ~ame manner as was done for 
t.he Rouse of Commons lu London by Dr. Reid. •· This 
made the ttoor a gigantic register or grating through 
which the fresh, in·comlng air, having been previously 
warmed and molstenecl in the mixing chnmbcrs below, 
was to stream steadll.v upward at a uniform velocity, 
t~ulllclent to remove all the products of rc~plrution or 
of combustion as rapidly ns formed." 
But to thus thoroughly ventilate a room requires 
at least thirty times os much coal as to heat a room 
of the some ~>ize, having only the ordinary beating 
und ,·entllaLing arran~~:ments. 
" What would be considered by all sanitarians as 
~ood \"cntllatioo," writes Dr. BILlings, "would not 
require nearly as much ai r ns this. Good ordinary 
ventilation ts to be secured by keeping the ,·Itlated air 
comaantly diluted to a certain standard." 
Pure air Is (as yon all may know) composed or 
about rour·fifths nitrogen and one-fifth oxygen with 
rh or 1 per cent. carbonic acid gas and a litUe watery 
vapor. 
In respiration, part of the oxygen taken into the 
lungs is exchanged for carbonic acid. The extremi-
ties of the fine air passnges of the lungs ba.ve been 
likened to minute bunches of grapes, each grape be-
Ing like a little robber balloon. Now If we ftll a 
robber balloon with gas, by a well-known law of 
gases, diffusion immediately commences, the gas 
comes out Into the air and the outside air enters the 
balloon; until, In a comparatively short time, the gas 
and the outer air are or nearly the same con!-tl tution. 
Some gases pass through much more reacllly than 
other!', owing (It may be) to the smaller size oftbeir 
atoms. 
The s:~me thing is conttnnally going on In our 
lung:~. The blood corpuscles, or disks (both red and 
white), like little boats, come floating In the tide that 
comett through our veins. The red corpuscles par-
ticularly (and they are many times the more numer-
ous), each comes laden with carbonic acid, the re-
fuse from our tissues, and arrivina- at tbe little bal-
loons of our lungs, exchanges this carbonic acid for a 
cargo of oxygen, which It carries to some part of our 
system and again makes an exchange for CArbonic 
acid-which Is only oxygen which bas done its work 
and taken Into combination the carbon given up by 
our tissues. Thus every breath adds carbonic acid 
with organic Impurities to tbe air about us, dlmln-
lsblng at t.be same time the amount of oxygen; and it 
has been round that when there are even 6 parts of 
carbonic acid g&B ln 10,000 of air (2 parts more than 
the normal amount), the air Is noticeably close t.o a 
penon coming from t.he f resh air. 
Some writers on ventilation speak of carbonic acid 
as lt It were the 1p~cial Impurity to be provided for-
they speak of the "deadly nature of tbls subtle 
polson," anti of the collection of this gas in the lower 
part or tbe room owing to lt11 greater specific gravity. 
Bu t in every one of these points they are In error. 
Carbonic acid Is not the principal impurity. Far 
more Important are the organic Impurities associated 
with It, tbe emanations from ou1· bodies or from 
decaying vegetation, minute portions of diseased 
tubercle~ from the longs, and the inorganic Imparl· 
tiM-carbonic oxide, the product of Incomplete com-
bustion; anti hydrogen sulphide, formed by the decay 
of organic matter. 
'fhere arc no proofs tlul.t carbonic acid ls actually a 
p oiBOil, though it will not t~npport lifu o r combustion. 
Dr. John S. Billings Is authority for the statement 
that" In tho!<e establishments where sparkling min-
eral waters are bottled or soda fountains are charged, 
or In vault~ where champa~ne is bottled, in certain 
rooms In brewerit's, or In some celebrated baths and 
h~>alth rtJtlorts, pure carbonic acid gall mny be present 
ln the air In proportions as high as 150 parts in 
10,000 without produc1ng ui ~>comfort or giving any 
special evidence of its pre:!ence." 
Quoting from D1·. Blllin~s: " Offensive or poison-
ous gases of uU kinds, such as solphurettcd hydrogen 
or carbonic oxide, can be diluted by fresh air, just as 
solutions of arsenic or strychnine Ciln be by pure 
water, nntu a mouthful of such diluted air or lluid 
Is neither 11pecially hurtful or unpleasant. The dan-
gerous Impurity in some air, such as that In a hospital 
Wllrd for contagious diseases, or air from a ~<ewer or a 
collection of fllth of any kind, Is not a gas , and does 
not possess any marked or unpleasant odor. It con-
sists of minute particles or or~anic matter, which are 
capable of J,lroducing disease when introduced in the 
living human body, and some ofwhlcb are capable of 
growth and multiplication onder certsln circum-
stances. 
Dilution cannot render such alr certainly harmless. 
" In view of this fact," be continues, "one of the lirst 
things to be done in arranging the ventilation o a 
bulldlng ls to prevent, as for as possible, the admls· 
slon into It of these particulate contagla,-tbese mys-
terioud germs of disease, which are u bard to dispose 
of, It they have once gained entrance; and that It ls, 
therefore, worth while to examine closely the de-
tails of the plumber's work In connection with this 
question." 
1'hat carbonic acid gat~, though heavier than the 
air, does not settle to the bottom of the room 111 doe 
principally to what ls known as the law of the dUf'n-
sion of gases. "Every gas eJ:pands into a space oc-
cupied by another gas as It the space were a vacuum." 
Far from there being more carbonic acid gas at the 
lloor of a room, there Is slightly more of It, not at, 
but neaT tbe ceiling; and this Is especially the caae 
where there are gas jets burning in the room. For 
the alr expelled from the lungs and the product or 
combustion from lamps and gas jets are suftlciently 
higher In temperature than the air of the room to be 
more expanded and lighter, and ascend before they 
have time to dilf'nse. It Is only when carbonic acid 
gas llowslnto a conlloed space too fast to be di6ulfCd 
that it settles to the bottom. In the tree air the pro-
portion of t.bls gas bas been found to be practically 
the same on the highest mountains and at the level 
of the sea. 
" What then is the Importance of this gasP " you 
may ask, and " why do sanitarians lay so much stress 
upon the results of chemical tests of air with refer-
ence to this substance, and on what may seem very 
small variation ln the proportions In which it 1B pres-
ent?" " n ls because," says the eminent authority I 
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have already quoted, " carbonic acid is usually round 
In very bad company, and that variations In Its amount 
to the e::1tent of three or four parts in ten thousand 
Indicate corresponding variations in the amoont of 
those gases, vapors and suspended particles which are 
really offensive and dangerous, and also because we 
have tests by which we can with comparative ease 
and certainty determine the variations In the car-
bonic acid, while we have no such tests of recog-
nized practical utility for the really dangerous Impu-
rities." The culture tests probably came later than 
the date of this. 
!Since the variations in the proportions of carbonic 
acid in the nlr Is of great Importance, for the reason just given, it becomes necessary to have some means 
of testing this proportion. It Is true our sense of 
smell detects impurltles In the air, and our nose 
might bo an all snlllclent detector If we always 
obeyed Its warnings. But the sense or smell often 
d isregarded, like a dnllel.l conscience, soon ceases to 
make any noticeable impression. 
Thus, It becomes necessary to have some test inde-
pendent of individual peculiarities, and t.he results of 
which can be demonstrated to others,-that is, a 
cllcmical test. 
"The mao who has a patent sanitary stove, or an 
automatic ventilator will rarely find any disagreeable 
odor in a room fitted with his appliances." 
This that I shall now show you, Is a test that Is 
simple, yet falrly accurate. It Is by the use of lime 
water, and any one here might mnke thls test with-
out expensive apparatus; though Uke all chemical 
tests, it requlres some care to give reliable results. 
We have here several glass stoppered bottles which 
contain a known quantity or air. This one, for e:J:-
ample, contains 250 cubic centimeters. Thls we ftll 
with tbe alr or the room by means of a rubber bulb 
syringe. We introduce 15 cable centimetres of lime 
water-a saturated solation-by means or this grad-
uated pipette; then close the bottle wlth the glass 
stopper, and thoroughly shake. Ir the lime water 
becomes clouded, so that looking through It we can-
not see a pencll line on the strip of paper which Is 
glued to the bottle, there are, at least, teo parts or 
carbonic acid gas in 10,000 of air. By using seve.ral 
bottles In the same way, we can determine the propor-
tion of carbonic acid gas to within one part ln ten 
thousand. 
A bottle containing •50 c. em. will Indicate a 
little lel.ls than si:J: parts of carbonic acld gas In 
10,000 ot air; 800 c. em., 8 parts ; and 200 c. em., 
12 parts; 100 c. em., 16 parts. 
This method Is, of course, only approximate. The 
chemist uses other more exact methods. In the 
culture test the relative number or micro-organisms, 
especially bacteria, Is a valuable criterion of the foul-
ness of close air. A measured volume of the air to 
be e::~amlned Is passed through a tube coated inside 
with beef jelly. " The germs are deposited on the 
nutrient jelly, and each becomes in a few days the 
centre of a very visible colony." 
In a dlft'erent way, by carefully measuring the 
amonnt. or alr entering by the registers, and noticing 
tbelr position, a person or experience can decide on 
the e1l'ectiveness of the ventllatlon of a room. 
EDWARD P . ADAMs. 
To be con,lnutd. 
The Y . M. C. A . meeting of Jan . 16, was 
eonducted by R. S. Riley', 96 ; subject, "Our 
Guide." 
SOME EXPEDIENTS EMPLOYED IN 
PLANNING THE REMOVAL OF A 
MANUFACTURING PLANT. 
lt generally happens when a. large manufactur-
ing plant is to be moved, that the men who have 
grown up with it and who are sufficiently familiar 
with the shop methods and courses of opera-
tions to be able to plan the new plant, are too busy 
to sit down to that work in detail. It is likely 
to happen also that these men at·c too numer-
ous to sit down or to work otherwise in unison, 
and it becomes more or less of a problem to col-
lect and apply tbe knowledge whiou is at hand. 
My one experience in this line involved tbe set-
ting and belting up of about five hundred tools, 
distributed among nearly fifty shop departments, 
or "jobs" as they wet·e popolo.rly called. It 
was of course proposed to arrange the jobs and 
the tools within them in the most advantageous 
way for the prosecution of the business through-
out. The advisability of combining, separating 
and re-distributing parts or the jobs as they 
existed in tbe old shop was to be kept in sight. 
The time which circumstances permitted to be 
devoted to the work was discoorngiogly inade-
quate, ruling out practically the natural method 
of working up by scale drawings tbe best 
arrangement of the floor space. Altogether this 
proposition appeared to a novice to be something 
of n poset·. Generally wben a man is called 
npon to do something about which his knowledge 
is extremely limited, it is n promising investment 
of a little time to look about and find out bow 
someone else has done the same thing or some-
thing like it. I do not now recall nny good rea-
son for not doing that in this case except that 
the leading" expedient," wbicb lsbnll describe, 
and which was suggested to me by the card 
catalogue system, seemed in itself to point the 
way out. While I bave never seen or beard a 
description of the scheme, I have a reeling that 
had I looked about I migbt have discovered that 
some more or less confirmed ancient bad already 
appropriated to a similar use one of what I have 
been pleased to consider my best ideas. How-
evet· that may be, the applicability of the method 
to any purpose which calls fot· tbe sifting out 
and classifying in different ways of almost nny 
sort of material has been tbe incentive in pre-
paring the following brief account for your con-
sideration. 
The first move was to bave all of the tools 
numbered, tbe numbers plninly marked upon 
them, and a list prepared gi\·ing outside dimen-
sions, builder, location in tbe shop of the old 
tools, and a few leading points in description, 
capacity, etc. , in order to provide ready means 
of identification and reference for each tool. 
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Templets were made of each Hoor to a scale of a 
quarter inch to the foot, some of the more thickly 
settled and important ones a half inch to the 
foot, by which to mark off rapidly plans showing 
inside faces of the walls, posts, etc., and temp-
lets to outside dimensions of each tool, showing 
position and size of driving pulleys and marked 
with their distinguishing numbers from t he list. 
Blanks were prepared and fi lled out by confer-
ence with the foreman, as illustrated in t he fol-
lowing example : 
Form A. 
J ohn Openbelt, foreman. 
No. of men now, 8. 
Date of assuming job, 1894. 
Men besides selt then, 0. 
1. 2. --::-8. ----:-• . --
0hanges Tools used Floor apace used Tools used 
ln No. ot men. aelush' dy. uclu&Jvely. porllon of tlmP. 
Lar
1
ges1, Eu,tne lathe lS'o. 76 lb28 Upright drill No. ISO 
0 EnscbJe lAthe No. iS 2 l\llllfug maeb. No. 12:8 
In 1589. J::og1ne lathe No. ii Sloulog m•eh. So. 109 
l ocl"t'ABe Enldoe In the So. 80 112 Speed lalbe No. II 
gradUAl. Chuclc lathe No. 78 28 Ceoter'g mach. No. 219 
Spet.-d lnthe No. 'i2 Upr!Jtht tapping ma-
~pccd lathe No. l8G :19'2 machine ~o. 84 
_ ___ ~;_v-'-ll!cs Z'l tt.__:be..:.o::..:ec..:.h _ ______ _ 
5. 
.Eitlmate o t tbuo 
!Col.4). 
One-halt 
Ooe-h&lf 
Ooe..qurtrler 
One-&Jxtb 
a hrs.11 week 
One-&Jxtb 
6. 
Other users. 
nn,ld ('am 
Ilenrv Burr 
Geo. ~nu 
011ru-Mitl 
E:t:rnPnueh 
Burr B. f'mlth 
Oeo.MIU 
7. 
Esllmate of lloor apace re-
Quired to double product . 
Remarks, ete. 
Double pr~rnt ~>pace. 
or about 800 11. 
J~ nctual working space. 
}4 storngc lu process. 
Another blank was prepared , copies of which 
were filled out by conference with the foreman, 
for a large number of the individual parts in the 
product of the works, as shown in tbese exam-
ples: 
Fonu B. Example No. 1. 
Foreman, J. Open belt. 
Work, Upright Shaft Fittings. 
I. 'l. 3. 4. 6. 0-. - i. 
Name oJ Pattcl'n l<tetl. OtlemUon8 Tools DeUvcre<l R e-
parL. uumiJers. from. performed. u&cd. to. mnrka. 
CYlinder 700-01 Scratclt Chnck- Clt.l. No. 98- - --
Sftart itH rvom Rongh out Enfr.l. No. 76 'l to loom 
Miter 706-i fl llnit tool St>· 1. No. 7'l (All 
Gean eu~. l'oUsb .,p.l. No. II Knowles 
Stab fl. :IJ. No. i09 heads), 
~tl~r Sp. I. No. JSG 
____ _ __ ......::T:.::!ttP~:.-__ T:.:.· M. No. Sf Smith 
Form B. Example No. 2. 
Foreman, J. Openbelt. 
Work, Cam Selvage Motion from Upright. 
I. 2. 3. 4. 6. G. 7. 
NIUUe of Pattern llced. Operations Tools Delivered Re-
part. numbers. from. t>errormed. used. to. marks. 
Sl'lvage 486 Cbuc~Sr,u.ul'~ 1 to loom jleurs 487 room and tu rn Eng. 1. No. 96 Stove (All 
2 to I Poll~h Sp. I. No. II or Knowles 
and Drlllfor BenclJ hl'&ds) 
equal ~>Ct se. SP.. 1. No. 186 to mo!lly 
Tap. 'lap. \f.No.~putup putUlL_ 
Form A was used first to determine from col-
umns (3) and (7) the proportionate floor space 
to be devoted to each job. Columns (2) , (4), 
and ( 5) furnished the basis for the djstribution 
of new tools added to the plant and the data 
from which lists of the tools to be located in 
each job were made up. 
Tbe returns from each foreman on Form B 
were sorted into groups with reference to col-
umns (3) and (6) and the results summarized 
on cards with an estimate from column (7) of 
the volume of work comprised in each group, 
thus : 
John Openbelt, foreman, 
Receives from Scratch room and delivers to 
B. Smith about one-tenth of tht! work comprised 
in his job. 
These summary cards were used to test trial 
allotments of the space to be devoted to each job, 
as detet·mined by columns (3) and (7) 1 Form A, 
the space being marked off on floor plans made 
by marking around the templets of the buildings. 
Several grou pings of the returns on Form B, 
witb reference to the received and delivered col-
umns (3) and (6), were made by exchanging 
between different foremen on the list, or by tak-
ing work from several foremen to form new 
jobs, and new trial plans made until t!Je best 
possible location and make-up of the different 
jobs seemed to be reached. 
The returns from each foreman on Form B, 
modified in some cases by changed distribution 
of the work, were re-sorted into groups having 
the same, or nearly the same, order of opera-
tions. From these groups course ca1·ds were 
made out with an estimate made from column 
(7) of the volume of work that followed the 
course. 
Foreman John Openbelt follows this course 
with about one-twentieth of the work comprised 
in his job. 
(1) Ch-uc"::k-=o-=-n"N"'"o...., 7""8-------,-,(IJ,..) ....,S""Io-:-:t-:(-:ubo:--ut'"'ba:-:-;ll),...o- u"""N"'"o- .""109= 
(2) R ough cuL on No. 76 (6) Drill for set sc. on No. 186 
(3) I l aud tool on No. 12 (7) 'rrtp for set se. oo No. Sl 
(4 ) Polish on No. II 
These course cards were used to locate the 
tools, benches, etc. , within each job, each tool 
being placed and marked on the final space 
allotment to each job, by me:lDs of t he tool 
templets. The tools, etc., were shifted about 
until that arrangement which seemed best to fit 
the largest proportton of the work was reached. 
Drawings of the fi nal plans were furnjshed the 
millwrights fol' setting t he tools, potting up 
benches, etc. The location in the new plant of 
each tool was added to the list , indicated by the 
job to which it had been assigned and also by 
the number of the line abaft or counter from 
which it was to be d riven, nod from the com-
pleted list, each tool, on or before its arrival at 
the new shop, was marked for its destination on 
tbe floor. 
It is not to be claimed that the final arrange-
ment is an ideal one. I do not believe that goal 
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can be kicked in a shop built in the form of a 
hollow square. It, howeve1·, has stood the test 
of four and a half years' business, half that time 
with the works crowded to the full capacity, and 
no job has been removed from its location in the 
final plan, no tools have been moved except to 
make room for more, and so far as I know the 
arrangement of departments and tools has not 
been the subject of complaint from any quarter. 
November, 189~. WM. L. 01liSE. 
THE ABSOLUTE ZERO. 
In McOlu,re's Magazine for November, there 
is an interesting and instructive article ou th.is 
subject, and, as it occurs both in the study of 
Chemistry and Physics, we publish an abstract 
from it, trusting it may also be of interest to 
-graduates. 
The temperature of the absolute zero, is 
supposed to be the lowest point of cold, exist-
ing or possible, in the universe. It is the sup-
posed starting point of that molecular motion 
called heat. To attain it would give ns the 
basis for a new and absolute thermometer, 
which would. in itself, be an enormous advan-
tage in many branches of natural science. All 
our present measurements of heat are relative. A 
Fahrenheit thermometer merely marks the height 
in a tube attained by a column of mercury 
at Ute temperature of melting ice, and the height 
it attains at the temperature of boiling water. 
Between these two points the tube has been ar-
bitrarily divided, the expansion of the mercu1·y 
by heat being uniform, into one hundred and 
eighty equal parts, called degrees. The divis-
ion is aJso continued below the freezing point of 
water, and thirty-two more degrees are marked 
off, creating an arbitrary zero. In the Centi-
grade thermometer, the zero is assumed at the 
freezing point of water, and one hundred de-
grees are marked off between that and the 
boiling point. Hence, our measure of heat, in 
general use in all the laboratories, bas nothing 
absolute about it, but is merely a convenient 
means of comparing the beat of any object or 
place with the effects of heat upon water. To 
discover the absolute zero, and to make an ab-
solute thermometer, would change all this. 
The zero of absolute tempe1·ature bas long been 
indicated as a mysterious and important point 
in two ways. The first is the contraction of 
gases, which ·in all known gases is uniform as 
the temperature is lowered. As long as ibey 
retain the gaseous state, gases shrink in volume 
so uniformly, with each degree of cold, that an 
exact unvarying line of diminishing volume is 
established. If the shl'inkage continued, since 
the proportion of loss of volume never varies, 
the gas would shrink to nothingness , which 
could not happen , of course. As long as they 
remain gases, they mechanically point their fig-
urative fingers in one direction, and all these 
indicate a point which is 461 o below the zero of 
the Fahrenheit thermometet·. 
TWs point is also indicated by all pure met-
als, a~ the conductivity of electricity in these 
varies exceedingly at ordinary temperatures; 
however, as they are cooled , a change takes 
place in all. The poorest conductors, under the 
increasing cold, become better conductors rap-
idJy, and, the lines of alternation in electrical 
resistance of the several metals converge, in the 
same stmnge way as the gases, to · the point 
461 o below zero Fahrenheit; thp.t is, there is a 
point at which the electrical conductivity of all 
put·e metals would be the same. 
These two processes are merely to show 
that there is an absolute zero, which, having 
been determined, the next thillg is to attain it. 
Scientists have long sought this goal, but, till 
recently, it has been so distant that there was 
scarcely hope that it might be obtained. 
Not long ago, 112° below zero was considered 
a marvel, and frozen carbonic acid occupied the 
proud position which solid air occupies to-day. 
Professor Dewar of the Royal Institute, Lon-
don, has carried the work 150° far·tber clown-
ward than anyone before birn, and even be is 
115" distant from the g1·eat and ultimate end of 
his work. In his first field of investigation, 
liquid oxygen gave him a working tempera-
ture of 280° below zero. To go farther down-
ward1 oxygen must be solidified and hydro-
gen liquefied, and once hydrogen is liquefied, 
the end will be near, as only 43° will re-
main for conquest. Nitrous oxide and ethylene 
have given Professor Dewar liquid oxygen, and 
liquid oxygen bas enabled him to reach solid 
air and 346°, the lowest temperature yet known. 
Beyond this he cannot go till invention or dis-
covery opens a way that is for the present im-
passable. 
Solid air, wbicb is a transparent glass in 
which the nitrogen is solid, and the liquid oxy-
gen is held mecbanica.lly, is obtained in test 
tubes consisting of three compar·tments. The 
outer is the vacuum chamber, and the second 
contains liquid oxygen, which is boiled off rap-
idly by exhausting the air. This produces such 
intense cold in the third tube, which is inser'ted 
in the liquid oxygen and is open to the a ir, that 
the air from without first liquefies and t·uns rap-
idly down the sides of the innermost tube, form-
ing a clear liquid like water at the bottom. As the 
cold is increased tbe liquid grows thicker and 
thicker and, in a few moments is a solid, look-
ing exactly like ice or glass. When the tube 
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containing it is taken out, it liquefies and vap-
orizes rapidly, and more air from the atmos-
phere liquefies oo the outside of the tube, and 
drops freely from the bottom, passing into va-
por, however, before it t·eacbes the floor. 
Liquid oxygen is obtained, not by freezing 
mixtures and ice, but by steam engines and 
compressors ; in fact, the whole idea is pressure. 
Nitrous oxide gas is fi rst liquefied by a pressure 
of 1,400 pounds per square inch. When it 
evaporates again it creates a cold of 130° be-
low zero. Within the chamber is a chamber of 
ethylene gas under a pressure of 1,800 pounds 
per square inch, and the cold from the evaporn-
tion of the nitrous oxide liquefies the ethylene 
at this pressure. Within the ethylene chamber 
is the pipe from the oxygen compressor, the 
oxygen being compressed to 750 pounds per 
square inch. When the ethylene gasifies or 
evaporates, it reduces the temperatures to 229° 
below zero, and, at this point, the compressed 
oxygen liquefies freely, and is drawn off in 
quantity at a cost-including the waste which 
is inevitably 90 per cont.-of, perhaps five hun-
dred dollat·s per gallon. 
Ice, our ordinary freezing medium, is often 
frozen, and, as a solid, shrinks, cracks, splits 
up, and goes to pieces on sudden cooling, 
exactly like bot glass in cold water. Liquid 
ozone, that eccentric indigo-blue, twin sister 
of oxygen, is being observed and studied in 
all its moods. And, with Dewar working at 
846°, and Moissan, at Paris, investigating na-
ture at 6,300° above the Fahrenheit zero, the 
world may expect to gain startling knowledge 
of that comfortable, yet inexplicable phenome-
non, to which we have given the name "beat." 
w. '97. 
TECH DEFEATS BROWN AT POLO. 
Saturday, Jan. 19, our ice polo team defeated 
the Brown University team at Lake Quinsiga-
mond by a score of 2 goals to 1. Each team 
made 2 gos.ls, but Brown lost 1 goru on fouls, 
thus giving the game to Tech. A crowd of 
about 150, mostly Tech men, watched and 
shivered while tbe game was io progress. A 
space had been cleared of snow just below the 
W achusett boat-house, and poorer ice for skat-
ing could hardly have been had . I t was made 
ap largely of snow ice, through which the skates 
cot as through cheese, until at the end of the 
game only a few patches of ice were visible. 
The teams lined up at 3 o'clock, Tech defending 
the south cage. The first rush was taken by 
Hale of Brown, and there was some fast play-
ing for a few minutes, many falls being taken 
owing to the wretched condition of the ice. It 
was soon seen that Brown was playing a clever 
team game, their passing being superior to ours, 
although had the ice been in good condition we 
should, without doubt, have equalled them at 
this. But individually we showed up much 
stronge1·, our men taking the ball away from 
them with ease many times. After about 8 
minutes of play Bale scored a goal for Brown 
on an easy chance in front of the goal. Gordon 
missing his chance. Knowles played finely, and 
Harris made many stops, some of them extreme-
ly difficult. No more scoring was done in this 
period. Sibley bad a foul called on him near 
the close of the half, the ball striking his band. 
The second period was started after a 5-minute 
rest, Carroll going in at rush in place of Warren. 
Hale again took the rush, and the ball was car-
ried toward the Tech cage. After a few min-
utes Carroll took the ball up toward the Brown 
cage, and made a long drive at a bad angle, 
Watson tried to kick it out, bot the ball struck 
him on the shin and bounded into the cage, tie-
ing the score. A fool was called on Jenks just 
before the goal was made. Carroll won the next 
rush, and after a few minutes' play Knowles 
scored another goal for Tech on a fine piece of 
playing, which called out a "P. I." from the 
crowd. Knowles and Ca1-roll came down with 
the ball and Knowles made a long drive which 
was kicked out, bot Knowles secured the ball 
again and passed to Carroll, bot the latter instead 
of driving waited until Knowles bad slipped in 
between him and the cage and then passed to 
Knowles who drove it in. 
No more scoring was done until the next 
period, 'vben Brown began to force matters, and 
scored a goal after a few minutes' play, Hale 
caging the ball. Brown then bad the misfortune 
to make twoiouls in short order, which, with the 
one made earlier in the game, caused the can-
celling of one of their goals. There was still 
eight minutes left to play, but the great goal 
tending of Harris and Gordon's blocking, in 
fact, the defensive work of the whole team, kept 
Brown from scoring again. Knowles and War-
ren took the ball up to the Brown cnge several 
times, bnt the goal tend kicked it out successful-
ly each time. Tbe game ended with the ball in 
Brown's possession near the centre of the sur-
face. 
H ad our team had a chance to practice during 
the week, or bad the ice been in anything like 
decent condition, we would have, no doubt, made 
a much better score; but when we consider that 
this same team, which Brown showed, played a 
tit- game only a week ago with the New Bedford 
league team, we need only congratulate ourselves 
that we have won a well earned victory over a 
good team. 
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SUirlMARY. 
P081TlON8. 
TBCH. 
Rushers 
Carroll 
DROWN. 
{ Budlong Jenks 
Warren} Knowles 
Sibley Centre Hale 
Gordon Half-back Merriam 
Harris Goal Watson 
Score: Tech 2, Brown 1 ; goals: Tech 2, Brown 2; 
fouls: Tech I, Brown 3. 
Referee, R. S. RJley, '96. Timer, F. J. Ram.irez, '96. 
Time : three 20-mlnute periods. 
GO.U.. WINNBR. RUSH BY. CAGED BY. 
1. Brown. Bole. Hale. 
2. Tech. Hale. Carroll. 
3. Tech. Carroll. Knowles. 
(. Brown. Warren. Hale. 
PRESIDENT MENDENHA LL'S TRIP TO 
C L EV ELAND, O H IO. 
On Monday, ~anuary 28th, at Cleveland, 
Ohio, President Mendenhall will open a. course 
of eight lectures on topics of" Public Intet·est." 
'.fhese lectures, which close April 2d, all to be 
given by leading scholars of America; and in 
addition to Dr. Mendenhall, Professors from 
Harvard University, University of Chicago, 
Princeton College, and Brown University will 
deliver lectures. 
One of the aims of this series of lectures is to 
direct attention to the educational advantages of 
Cleveland, and especially to tb.e Western Reserve 
University. Dr. Mendenhall bas certainly had 
one more honor conferred upon him. The Doctor 
has chosen as his subject, '' The Heal Islands 
and the Behl'ing Sea Controversy." The lecture 
wiU be illustrated by stereopticon views. 
PROF. GOODALE'S LECTURE. 
The second in the Monday morning series of 
lectures before the whole school, was delivered 
January 21st, by Prof. George L. Goodale of 
Harvard, the distinguished botanist, on the 
subject, " Some Relations of Australasia to 
Amet·ica." 
The speaker was well received, and the lec-
ture was very intet·esting and enjoyable. 
He stated that at the suggestion of Dr. M en-
denhllll he b.ad chosen his subject from incidents 
in a recent long journey of his. On thls 
journey he visited Sydney, New South Wales, 
the Botanical Gardens, and also Botany Bay, 
that beautiful bay ncar the city. Along the 
roads near the city are many lovely villas, 
surrounded with various kinds of native trees 
and shrubbery i and be found that these villas 
had names, aboriginal names many of them; 
and presently his attention was arrested by 
the name Monadnock on one of these villas. 
H is curiosity was aroused, and he went to 
inquire who the occupant might be. He found 
it to be the house of Prof. N. A. Cobb, head 
professor in the Department of Agriculture, New 
South Wales. 
They bad a long and pleasant interview, during 
which the speaker found that Prof. Cobb was a 
New England boy, and more than that, received 
his training at theW. P. I. , being graduated in 
the class of '81. This announcement was re-
ceived with loud applause by the students. 
Continuing, the speaker spoke of the peculiarity 
of some plants, wb.ich on being transplanted 
from their native places to foreign countl'ies, so 
moltiply and flourish that, while in their former 
home they were mere harmless weeds) they 
become intolerable and ruinous pests. Also, 
animals in the same way, as for instance, the 
Australian rabbit pest. He spoke of the many 
usefu.l tb.ings for which we owe thanks to Aus-
tralia, among them the Australian ballot system. 
He then described the cb.nracter of tbe country, 
the climate, and terdtorial divisions of Australia. 
Australia and New Zealand lie not far· from the 
180th meridian from Greenwich, hence their 
seasons are exactly the reverse of ours. A 
very large part of Australia is a waste desert. 
This is being reclaimed by the raising of 
sheep. which are hardy enough to subsist on the 
scant herbage of the desert. 
The territory of the Australian colonies and 
their population are in an inverse ratio, Victoria, 
the smallest of the colonies, having much the 
largest population. 
Now, in Australia the raising of wheat was 
found to be attended with great difficulty and 
loss, owing to the prevalence of rusts of various 
kinds which formed on the ears and destroyed 
them. In order to study into the nature of this, 
and devise a remedy, Prof. Cobb was sent for; 
and as a result of his investigation and methods, 
Australia bas now a practically rustless wheat. 
Again, sheep raising on these deserts was 
found to be almost impossible, owing to the 
appearance of destructive parasites upon the 
sheep which destroyed them by wholesale. Prot. 
Cobb is now engaged upon the study of these 
and their habits, and to fot·thet· llim iu his work 
the goverment bas equipped laboratories for his 
use, on a scale never before attempted in tllat 
country. 
The speaker here showed the students a copy 
of an illustrated paper he bad receh·ed a few 
days before from N. S. W. illustt·ating these 
laboratories, and an article upon Prof. Cobb's 
work on the sheep parasites. He left the paper 
in the Institute reading-room for the use of the 
students. 
He also spoke of the value of museums and 
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cabinets, and the car·e which the Australians 
bestowed upon these matters. B e then spoke 
of the field open to graduates like Prof. Cobb 
who wished to do something to benefit the human 
race in its struggle against adverse conditions, 
such as in Australia, and allowed that the result 
could be attained by tuose who worked for it. 
The prolonged applanse at the cod showed 
the speaker that he bad the interest and thanks 
of his audience. 
To the Editor of the W P I:-
In your issue of Dec. 15, J 894, appears an 
interesting communication from hrother ·wro. L. 
Chase concerning a recent dinner indulged in by 
the Washington Branch Alumni Association. 
As Mr·. Chase expressed certain misgivings as 
to the source of our enti.Jusiasm on that occasion, 
I have thought it advisable to try to allay his 
misg.iviogs by a short note of explanation, 
which, by the way, is wl'itten entirely on my 
own responsibility. Without attempting an 
apology for the introduction of wines on the 
menu cards I will say that on my personal 
observation at the dinner, and inquiries since 
made, the brother may be assured that his bete 
noire, 1\Iumm's Extm Dry, got no farther than 
the menu cards. In other words, none was taken 
at the dinner. 
As to the accnsntion thnt onr Branch has 
disregarded an cstablisbetl pl'iociplt! of the parent 
organization I shall not tnke issue with the 
brother in his partial acknowledgment that the 
home organization should have made its prin-
ciples more widely known. I , for one, had no 
idea of the existence of such an article in the 
By-laws of lbc .Alumni Association as Article X., 
mentioned in the communication nod printed in 
the W P I . And I have yet to meet an alumnus 
who did know of its existence. P ersonally 
speaking, the Article meets my unqualified 
appro,·al nod I regard it ns deplorable that so 
good a thing should have remained so long in 
obscurity. 
In conclusion, let me caution brother Chase in 
his fnrtber efforts as a discovere1·, that, in the 
slightly changed words of Bill Nye, or one of 
"them funny fellers" it is better not to disco,er 
so much than it is to discover so much that isn't 
so. GEORGE P. Tuc KER, '87. 
Washington, D. C. 
SPECIAL LECTURES IN MECHANICS. 
till another innovation in the way of lectures 
is promised the Seniors next half. Prof. Alden 
announced to the divisions in an informal way 
a few days ngo, that it bad been decided to 
commence a course of lectures in Mechanics 
during the next half year; the lectures to be 
delivered by prominent men outside the Insti-
tute. These lectures will take place before the 
Senior class, Wednesdays at 11 A . .M., and will 
be delivered in the Mechanical Model Room , in 
the Laboratories, with the exception of that by 
Mr. Henning of New York, which will be in 
the Chapel, as one of the regular Monday 
morning lectu1·es. These lectures have been 
under consideration for some time, but the 
Faculty wer·e unable to properly arrange for 
them until now. They will be appreciated 
greatly by tbe Senior class, and should prove 
of great assistnnce to their study of Mechanics. 
Y . M. C. A. 
The State Secretary of the Y. M. C. A. , 
Robert E. Lewis, will be in this city, Feb. 
2d anrl 3d, and conduct meetings Saturday 
evening and Sunday nftei'Doon and evening. It 
is proposed to secure n larger ball than any 
availabl e at the Institute, in order to accom-
modate the hll'ge number of men who will 
attend. The district conference will be held 
at Clinton , Jan. 26th and 27th, it is hoped 
that we will he represented at that time. 
COLLEGE NOTES. 
The Seniors held a class meeting Wednesday, 
Jan. 16, at which several matters in reference 
to the class-book were discussed. The book is 
progressing rapidly and the mnterinl will be all 
in by the middle of March. The matter of baste 
in class photos was also urged, as photos most 
all be in by the fi r'St week in 1\'Iarcb in order to 
get cuts for the class-book. It was voted that 
any past members of the class who wished to 
have their piclores in the clnss-book might do 
so by paying for cost of same. 
The next lecture will be given February 4th, 
by Mr. Euwnrd S. l\Iorso. who bas wide reputn-
t ion ns natmnlist and biologist. His subject 
will, in all probability, be on some topic con-
nected wit h his profession. He will be followed 
by Mr. GustaYns E. Uenniog of New York City, 
an expert on the use of testing machinery. Mr. 
B enning wilt be followed by Prof. N. S. Shaler 
of Harvard University. 
Pt·esident Elliot of Ilarvard sailed for Europe 
January 5tb, to be gone till April. Prof. Dunbar 
will act as President of the University during 
Dr. Elliot's absence. 
D. K. E. at University of Michigan bas 
given a prize ..-alued at S50 for excellence in 
the running high jump, to be competed for flve 
years in succession . 
Two new courses in Latin have been added at 
Wellesley, as has also a course in newspaper 
work. 
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At the University of· Chicago, the attendance 
for the quarter just closed was 1,000, a gain of 
33! per cent. over the corresponding quarter 
last year. 
The Faculty of Pure Science of Columbia 
College has arranged for a course of lectures on 
the "Evolution of Plant Life," to be held on 
Tuesdays throughout the months of January, 
February and Mat·ch. 
"Tim" Keefe will do the baseball coaching at 
Harvard this year. 
The annual dinner of tue Hamilton College 
. Alumni Association of New York, was held at 
the Hotel Savoy, January 7tb. 
A college paper is published by the students 
of St. John's College, Shanghai, China. Th-e 
paper is printed in English. 
The first college paper in the United States 
was published at Dartmouth. Daniel Webster 
was editor. 
Harvard won the Intercollegiate Chess Tour-
nament during the recess. Yale and Pl"incetou 
tied for second place, and Columbia was third. 
A LEGACY FO R THE W . P. I. 
The will of the late Phinehas Ball bas just 
been probated, and contains a legacy for the 
Tech. The W. P. I. is made residuary legatee. 
The provisions are that the sum be divided into 
two equal parts. The first is to be put at inter-
est, nud the interest used as the Institute 
Trustees direct. The second part is to be put 
at interest, and the interest added to the prin-
tipal till the amount is sixty-four times the 
original sum. 
NOTES ON THE SHOW. 
Dur ing the recess, much has been done 
towards the Burlesque to be given by the 
.Athletic Association . 
Mr. Barry W. Doe bas kindly consented to 
write the libretto of the show, and has taken as 
his title, " A Burlesque on the Merchant of 
Venice." Mr. Doc's abilities in this line are 
well known, and, it is safe to say, that the 
Burlesque will exceed the greatest expectations 
of the students. }'lr. W. S. B. Dana bas finished 
several very catchy songs and choruses, and is 
hard at work on others. 
Mr. Phinney, ex-'95, of the committee, on the 
'93 show, bas given the present committee the 
fuJI benefit of his experiences in this line, and 
will continue to do so to the end. 
The voices of the students will, in all proba-
bility, be tested in the Laboratories during 
examination week. Places in the ballet will be 
competitive. Notices will be posted from time 
to time giving any announcements that may be 
deemed necessary. T he committee earnestly 
requests that the students give their combined 
assistance for the furtherance of the show. 
T ECHNICALITI ES. 
''78. Harry C. Babbitt has lately assumed 
the position as chemist at The River Furnace of 
Corrigan, McKinney & Co., Cleveland , 0 . 
'82. The works and plant of Bardous & 
Oliver at Cleveland were recently entirely de-
stroyed by fire. 
'90. After March 1st Cbas. F. Treadway 
expects to be located in Bostou, where be will 
represent Nicola Bros. Co. of Pittsburgh, in the 
New England lumber market. 
Prof. in Calculus: What is a parameter? 
J-nks: The distance measm·ed around the 
outside of n figu re. 
Students of Division .A '96 : Prolonged laugh-
ter. 
Student: Dass lhr mir den Kindern nichts 
zu leide tbut alte }1eerkasse. 
P rof : Mr. St-ne you omitted the word mir 
intentionally in your translation? 
H-gg-ns: Meer (mir) means monkey. 
INSTITUTE D IRECTORY. 
SEI!OOB ()LA88. 
Pre.idmt. l'. M. ~t:artln: Vio4-Pruft.Unl, F. E. WeiUngton; 8«-
r~tory, C. w. Harton; 1'rewvrer, Q . C. Gordon. 
~lOB ('L£8!11. 
Prtdlknl, 1!'. E . Knowles : V"ue.-Pruilhnt. J. 11. l'tlayo; Secre-
tllry, R. G.l?l1elps; Tr~rer,J. 0. Tilton. 
80PDOlfOBE (J J,A'IN. . 
Preridenl, J,. J . Ou.vl!!: Vke-Prutthnt, H. L. Daniela; S«retarv, 
0. W. Lundgren : 1're01urer, W. D. Edwards. 
FBE8101.UI ()£&88. 
Pt-uidml, 0. A. Booth: Vice-Pre•Wmt. F. 0. Harrington; S.cre-
tarv, a. L. Hastings; TretUUrer, K . B. Ilecd. 
T ENNIS &81110 CIATION • 
Pre11t.Unt, H. J. Fuller. '95; Yiu-Pruident. l'hlllp Goodrich, '98; 
Secrtaary and 1'reo•urer, G. 0. &ul!orc'l, •85. 
B&lli.IO ()L IJB. 
Manager, W. R. Carroll, '96; fJeat.Ur. n. J. Ohamllers, '95. 
().AMEBA (JLUB. 
Pruidtmt, R. •I. 'Fuller, '9~; Vice-Prelfdent, A. L. Smlth, '110: 
8ecretory and Trd4uvrer. J. W. Olgglns, '00. 
T . M. (). A . . 
PruWenl, F .. J. Bryant, '9.$; Vu:e-Pruident, R. S. Rlley, !16: 
Reeortli11'l Sur/Uary, W. B. WUmarU1J ~i Corrupondf ng 
8ecrelary. J. W. HJgglns. '96: Tru1urer, . 8. MJLyo, '96. 
W. £. lliO«:U:TY. 
Prui<lent,A. W. Olcruent.; 11t Vioe-Prufdent.yroc. W. W. Dlnl: 
2nd. Vice-Pruideru. P. B. Ml)r~u, '90 • 3rlt . Vta-Pruid4nJ.. A. D. 
Butterllehl, '93: -«I• Vice-l'reddent, C. 0. Puker. '70·'r61.h Vice· 
p,.11 • .atJent, R. 11. •ruylor. '96; Secrel4ry. Prot. G. • Alden: Trea.w.rer W. F. Cole, '83: Counwlor!. Or. E. EI. Bigelow. '75; 
K. H. Whitney, '11; S.M. Green, ·~: \V. V. I.owe, '81; W. T. 
H.atch 'TJ. 
A~ETI() A880«:IATION. 
Pruidtnl, O.A.lfatrlo1(1.on.'i6; Viu-Prelfdtttt. 1". U.Brl.~:bam,'9G: 
Secretory, Jl'. E. Knowles, '9il; 1're<uurer. J. B. )layo. '96: 
Boseboll M«nager, T. H. Ooo. !!6; Kuper. U. W. Jeneu, '90, 
Dir«torl, G. A. Denny, '95, 0. B. Harris, '011. H. IJ. ~Tone. '97. 
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C. L. GORHAM & CO., 
DEAL'&RS IN 
FINE . ·. PIANOS. 
OI~OANS, M USICAL MERCHANDISE AND 
SHEET MUSIC IN ORE AT V ARIETV. 
All popular sheet music and songs of the day j ust half 
price. B&Djo and Guitar strings equally cheap. 
4 54 M ain S treet. 
THH HORAGH P ARTRIDGH GO., 
385 Washington Street, 
BOSTON"_ 
At~letic Supplies of every Description. 
Outfitters t o W . P . I . Football Team. 
ST OP .\T TH E CO NI MONWE.\ L TH HOTEL, 
Worcester, Mass. F. G. l lAIWKN .t. Co., Propdet.on . 
Two llfinutes t rom Union Depot. nates. S2.00 aniiS2.60 per day. 
BUllard Hoom. Slea.mHcat. l'llcctr lc Light. Sample Rooms. B&UI• 
C. W. CLAFLIN & CO., 
DII:AL.f:RS IN ALL Kl:NDS 01' 
Anthracite and Bituminous Coal. 
Also, all kinds of W ood a nd Kindlings • 
.ui orders will have our mo t. c:1rcful and prompt allen-lion. Send tor our lllustratetl catalogue. Offices, No. 376 Malo Street nnd at Ylird!, SbrewsblU'J 
Street and Union Street, cor. Central. 
PAUL F. SEIBOLD, 
FIRST- C LASS 
Hair Cnttin[, Shavin[ ~ ShamDOOilli Parlors. 
CHILDREN 'S HAIR CUTTING A SPECIALTY. 
RAZORS HONED. 
476 Main Street, over CLARK, SAWYER Co., 
WORCESTER, MASS. 
A B C of Electricity. 
.loourat~ and ()omprebenslfe. 108 Pages. 
PRICE, POS TPAID, 50 CENTS. 
Address, ELEClRICAL REVIEW PUBLISHING CO., 13 Park Row, H. Y. 
8aaap le 4JOP7t " J'lt.EC:JTRIVAL REVI"JEW ," Free. 
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MACULLAR & SON. 
We are going to sell our 
entire stock of 
READY-TO-WEAR CLOTHING 
at unheard of prices for the 
next Sixty Days. 
We can assure you BARGAINS. 
372 and 374 Main Street. 
C. C. LO~ELL, 
(Successor w J. 0. WmT&.) 
H E ADQUARTERS ~OR 
Mathematical • Instruments 
And ARTIST MATERIALS. 
ALSO, l!'U.LX.. LINlt OF 
P AINTB, OILS, GLASS, and V ARNIBHEB. 
12 PEARL ST., opp. Post-Omce. 
C. E. TOBEY & CO., 
••• DEAJ.l'!RS IN ••• H. F. A. LANGE. 
+Floral Decorator,+ Boors, SBOES PJD auBBEBS. 
294 Main St .. Worcester, Mass., 
Keeps constantly in Stock 
FANCY ROSES AND FINEST ASSORTMENT 
OF Cl.IT FLOWERS, 
Whlcb be will arrange In Designs of any kind. 
Decorating Parlors and Halla a Specialty. 
GILBERT G. DAVIS, 
Commercial and Book 
PRINTER, 
And Blank B ook M anufactur er. 
38 and 44 Front Street, 
WORCESTER, MASS. 
BEMIS & CO., 
BOOTS, SHOES AND RUBBERS. 
All the Latest Novelties in 
FOOTWEAR. 
421 and 423 MAIN STREET, 
WORCESTER. 
S28 Main Street. 
L. W . PENNINGTON, 
Designer, Manufacturing Jeweler, and 
DIAMOND SETTER. 
Badges and Emblems Made to Order. 
Gilding, Acid Coloring and Oxidizing, Repairing, Etc. 
Old Gold and Silver Purchased. 
397 MAIN STREET, WORCESTER, MASS. 
WM. S. SMITH & CO., 
DEALERS IN 
Hardware and 
Building Materials, 
Carpenters' and Machinists• Tools, 
ALSO DRAWING INSTRUMENTS, 
171 Main St.. Worcester. Mass. 
·mH lnl~ ~lf•o4do 
' l».Uiil lf!WJI( j5t. 
' 3liOJ.S OOBQ S ,BaU • .LIHM 
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FRED. W. WELLINGTON & CO., 1888. 
Wholesale and Retail Dealers In LARGEST STOCK AND lOWEST PRICES COAL_ AT 
GKN'BUL OPFICB. 
418 MAIN ST., WORCESTER, MASS. S. R. LELAND & SON'S, 
446 Main St., Worcester. Branch Ofllee, 600 !lAIN STREET. 
Oo.u. POOKET8, 
N"OR~:X:C~, CON"N". 
Agents for the Celebrated A.. C. Fairbanks, L. B. o.t. 
comb, Luscomb & Stewart Banjos, Wuhburn.l V~ 
Bruno & Strauon Guitars, Washburn, Vega, ~tratton, 
&c., &c., Mandollna. RETAIL YARD, 
Sonthbridie, cor. Hammond St., Worcester, lass. All goods are fulJy warranted and exchanged 11 not satisfactory. 
--HIRE YOUR--
~ .A. 0 :EE:. B .A.~ X> -zw El.A. 1v.I B 
AT 
:S:.ARRINGTON & ERQ_7S, 
3& CENTRAL STREET. 
A. F. BRAGG, 
TEMPERANCE DRINKS, 
CIGARS .AND TOBACCO, 
agg :Main Street , 
PRICE, 
$2.00. 
. AT HOME OR ABROAD, 
Wherever you are, you can always be assured of a quick and clean 
shave when you use one of 
Dr. Scott's Electric Safety Razors, 
with corrugated roller guard; a perfect device for shaving, without the slight-
est danger of cutting the face; a safeguard against Barbers' Itch, Pimples 
and Blotches. 
A NOVICE CAN USE IT. EVERY BLADE OUARANTEED. 
Por sale by all dealers, or will be sent, postpaid, on receipt of price. If you purchase one at the store, be 
sure to ask for Dr. SCOTT'S, as this Is the only one with the corrugated roller guard, which prevents pulling. 
· Send for our book, "Tiu Doelors Story," free. .1reat1 Waated. 
MentlootbidfaguiDe.. Addreaa CEO. A. SCOTT, ROOM 3, 846 Broadway, N. • 
E. A. DICKIE, 
Baggage ~x~ress. 
ORDER SLATE, 
9 Pleasant Street. 
The Richmond Strai(ht Cnt No.1 
GIGO BETTES 
are made trom the brightest, most 
dellentely flavored , and bJgbest coat 
GOLD LEAF grown in VlrginJa. 
' • This Is the OLD ~'D OaroouL 
- . 1 BRAND OF STRAIGHT CUT Cigar• 
ette11, and waa brougbt out by us lo tbe year 1875. 
Reware of lmUatloa1, and observe that the rlRV lf...UO 
u bdo .... Js oo e•ery ~
ALLEN & GINTER,'Manufs., 
BIClDrtiOKD,:VIBGINIA.. 
""· VV. LE~I&,. 
8aeeea"r to LewJ• 411: Eme .... n . 
Wbole!lale and Retail STATIONER, BLANK BOOK AND PAPER Dealer. All kintl of PRUi'TlN"G, BLANK 
BOOKS made to order,lllao complete line of TEACHERS' and SCHOOL SUPPLIES. 
No. 505 MAIN STREET, WORCESTER, MASS. T£LEPBONE 278--'. 
DRA "W'ING PAPER IN SHEETS AND ROLLS. 
"Always Ready, Day or Night." BAY STATE STABLES FOUR ELEGANT BARGES AND ELEGA NT H ACKS. 
Office Adjoining the Theatre, ' &j{otlar Coach .. to moet Train• It Un!OD Dep<>t, D•r a.nd Nlabl. 
ltear of Bay State House, L . B. IIPOONEB It 00., 'WON!eak'r, lllau. 
BAY STATE HOUSE. 
Ranking with best of Fin.t-Cias-; Hotels or New Eng· 
land, reorganized and wUI be conducted on a 
First-Class Basis 
SEND 
FIVE 
2•CENT 
STAMPS 
FOR 
80 
PAC E 
CATALOCUE. 
In every particul&r. Pnst~roger Elevator, Well-Fur-
nished ltooms auc.l all beateu by Steam. 
FRANK P. DOUGLASS, 
THEO. ALTEN EDER & SoNS, 
Pt·HL~DELpt-11~. 
Proprie tor. 
Barnard, Snmner & Pntnam Co., ~ 
DRY GOODS )~D CAeyETS. ! 
TbtJ largest houlle devoted to lel!ltl.• nte Dry Goods ! 
In New England. It g rows with the ;,crowth of Wor- ; 
cester Cooot.y, bec&UbC iL Is till.' ackoowled~ed Shop- a 
ping Home of tile Ladies, ao•l becao:;c all tJUo~o.rs arc ., 
bere tbat ought to be bere, and at the Fairest Prices. .! 
Barnard, Sumner &: Pntnam Go. 
JO:E1N' A- SN"O"'QV'~ 
l8 Prepared to do all kiDda ot 
: 
= 
., 
¢ 
'!t 
• 
BOOT AND ~HO~ R~PAIRING, ; 
:J 
~ 
iii Opposite Mecuanlca Hall, up oue ttlght or Stairs, a. 
Room :l. 
326 MAIN STREET, 
LADIES' and GENTS' SEW ED WORK a Specialt.y. 
Back and Front Stays aud Toe Tips. 
" DISCOUNT TO TECHS I" 
PATEIT ADJUSTABLE STAID. 
WASHBURN MACHINE SHOP, 
WO&OESTEB, JUSS. 
Ladles aad Gea&lemea Looktag ror raa and a Good tleallhfol Exererse. 
CAN FIND IT AT 
tf'. P. ""~XTE'& 
Te~ PI~, BJ11Jard a.:n.d Poo1 Room, 
17 Purl Street, lfereeater, . ... Hovt1 for Ladles: 9 A. Jl. to 4 P. •· 
WE 
B\JY 
0\1~ 
t-IH~ r'UIHI.SHIHGS · · · · • 
~ 11111L~TIC .5UP'P'LI~S 
-01' -
EDWARD B. CLAPP, 
365 MAIN STREET. 
DRESS SHIRTS TO ORDER . 
. . 
--..,..---
TOM WALTERS, Jr., 
175 Main Street, Worcester, Mass. 
eRATO" . {, rpRTR~IT.S ~ ~~ 
P~St'I!L 
PORTR~ITS 
MIQM QKADE 
25 P£R CENT. 
DISCOUNT •• • 
TO TECH • • • 
STUDENTS. 
YMOTOS · 
ONLY. 
Groups and Large Work a Specialty. 
. ~ENOAOE YOUR SITIINOS.41E-
326 MAIN STREET1 
Opp. Mechanics Hall. 
